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kingdoms are based on an overestimate of forty years for
the length of an average generation—a fact often pointed
out,1 but still curiously ignored by many scholars.) Archseo-
logically, the period is called " siib-Mycensean ", or " Late
Minoan III b ". Art, which since 1400 has been conventional
and stereotyped but not without dignity—dealing for instance
in highly formalized replicas of the lively Minoan butterflies
and octopuses—is now breaking up and becoming puerile ;
though no doubt many products of L.M. I or II painting
and metal-work were still in circulation and much admired.
We have reached that stage of continual fighting—sheer
piracy, on the grand or petty scale, as an honourable occupa-
tion—that Homer describes. The fatal appetite grows by
what it feeds on. Such a state of society can only end in
self-destruction—when there are no longer any rich cities
and splendid palaces left to loot. Without sentimentalizing
either over simple peasants under the heel of Minoan despots
or over houses great and fair sacked by ruffianly " heroes ",
we may notice that just as the growth of civilization had
been the growth of extreme inequalities of wealth, so its
breakdown was the breaking down of those inequalities.
Inspired by greed, envy, and the love of fighting, the heroes,
striving to enrich themselves, end by reducing the social
pyramid to a less eccentric shape. Kings become the simple
country gentlemen that they are in Homer.
From the north, still rougher and more unpolished Greek
tribes pushed down into this divided and enfeebled world.
Already in the Iliad there are the Five Lords of the Boiotoi
in Boiotia, replacing the Kadmeians whom Homer always
mentions as occupying that country in earlier days. Their
followers dwell in nine-and-twenty townships* among which
" Lower Thebes ", Hypo-thebai, is only one. Thebes proper,
the Kadmeia, the great fortress-capital of the once mighty
Kadmeian monarchy, is still lying waste after its destruction,
at the second attempt, by the Achaians of Argolis, within
1 e.g. by Meyer, many years ago, Forsrhwigen zur Altcn Geschichtc, i,
pp, 153ff. I have argued the question again in JJLS.t vol. Iv, "Dates in
Early Greek History."

